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B. Stock Holding Cornpnn~  Powers

Several commenrers lvere  in favor of granting unitary savings and loan

holding company status to SHCs. They stated that they did not perceive any

policy reasons, such as safety and soundness concerns, that support a different

treatment for SHCs simply because  they are controlled by a MHC. As indicated

in the NPR, OTS believes that II is not appropriate to treat SHCs  as unitary

savings and loan holding companies under the mutual holding company statute.

Congress chose to limit the activities of MHCs to those permitted for multiple

savings and loan holding companies and bank holding companies when it

authorized MHCs as part of the Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987

(CEBA). Although the legislative history of CEBA does not indicate why, it is

reasonable to assume that Congress was aware of the unique nature of mutual

institutions and their relationship with these newly authorized holding companies

and wished to limit the activities of MHCs  to those more closely related to

banking.
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OTS believes that limiting the activities of a SHC to those permitted to the

parent MHC is consistent with the statute. Therefore, the fmal rule does not

authorize SHCs to engage in activities beyond those specified in section 10(o)(5)

of the statute. OTS notes. however. that a SHC may utilize its authority under

section 10(o)(5) and 12 CFR 575.10(a)(6) to acquire subsidiaries engaged in (i)

any activity authorized under 12 CFR Part 559 or (ii) activities approved for

service corporations of state-chartered savings associations in the state where the

SHC’s savings association subsidiary has its home office.

C. Regltlatop  Restrrctions  on Stock Pledges. Dividend Waivers,

Indemnification and Employment Contracts

The final rule adopts the provisions set forth in the NPR governing stock

pledges, dividend waivers, indemnification, and employment contracts without

any changes. Similar to the response to the ANPR, several cornmenters argued

that it was unnecessary and inappropriate to impose the same restrictions on

SHCs that currently apply to MHCs and their savings association subsidiaries.

Several comrnenters, however, supported the rule as proposed. OTS, for the

reasons stated in the NPR and discussed below, does not fmd the arguments of
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the commenters opposed to the proposed rule persuasive. As noted in the

preamble to the NPR, OTS’ intent is to increase the flexibility of the MHC

structure without diminishing the safeguards Congress imposed in adopting the

statute.

With respect to stock pledges, section 10(o)(8) requires that the pledging

of a savings association’s stock by its parent MHC increase the capital of the

savings association. OTS believes this restriction should apply equally to both a

MHC and a SHC. Applying this restriction to the SHC is consistent with the

statute and will ensure that any borrowing using the savings association

subsidiary’s stock or the SHC’s stock as collateral will directly benefit the

FDIC-insured savings association.

Regarding dividend waivers, one commenter stated that no restrictions

should apply to the SHC since it has no mutual members, and its board of

directors has no fiduciary duties to such mutual members. OTS does not agree

with this assertion. The same concerns that are present when dividends are paid

by a savings association subsidiary to its minority stockholders but waived by the

MHC are present when dividends are paid to minority stockholders of a SHC
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and waived by the parent MHC. In both cases, the board of directors of the

MHC must approve a waiver of the dividend payments, and their fiduciary

obligation is the same in each instance. It is important in either instance that the

value of the waived dividends be retained for the benefit of the members of the

MHC to prevent potential windfalls to the minority shareholders in a subsequent

conversion of the MHC.

One commenter suggested that the SHC be permitted to issue two classes

of voting stock with identical features except that one class would not have the

right to receive any dividend payments. Under this scheme, the MHC would

receive the class of shares without dividend rights while minority shareholders

would receive the dividend-paying class. This proposal would have precisely the

same impact as removing the dividend waiver restrictions that protect the

interests of the MHC mutual members, a result that OTS rejects. If dividends

could be paid only to the minority shareholders this would divert the earnings of

the savings association to the minority shareholders at the expense of the MHC.

For example, if a savings association subsidiary had 40% of its voting shares

held by minority shareholders and earned a million dollars, it would be able to

pay out $l,OOO,OOO  to its minority shareholders instead of the $400,000
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permitted under the existing rules. In effect. the $600,000 that would normally

be attributable to the parent >lHC would be diverted to the minority

stockhoiders.

The use of dual classes of stock is problematic for several additional

reasons. First, it would purport to relieve the MHC’s  board of directors from its

fiduciary obligation to determine that the proposed dual stock structure of the

SHC is consistent with the interests of the mutual members of the MHC. Under

current rules, the board of directors of the MHC must make an express

determination that a waiver of dividends from the savings association subsidiary

is consistent with the board’s fiduciary duties to the members of the MHC. Use

of the dual stock structure. in which the MHC would receive no dividends,

would allow the MHC board effectively to approve a blanket dividend waiver

without knowing the amounts that would be relinquished by the MHC or what

consequences might flow from the MHC’s inability to receive dividends in the

future.

Dual classes of stock would also create an obvious conflict for the MHC

board members who were also minority shareholders of the SHC. These board
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members would have substantial, personal economic incentives to maximize the

payment of dividends. notwithstanding the loss in value to the majority

stockholder, the MHC and the mutual members - to whom these directors owe a

fiduciary duty. The dual stock structure would also permit the minority

shareholders to argue that there should be no dilution of their ownership interests

in the event of a conversion of the MHC since no dividend waivers would have

occurred. OTS believes that this would completely elevate form over economic

substance and grant an inappropriate windfall to the SHC’s minority

shareholders. For these reasons. no change was made to final rule regarding the

treatment of waived dividends.

Another commenter argued that it was particularly inappropriate to

impose any restrictions relating to indemnification or employment contracts on

SHCs that are more stringent than those imposed on other savings and loan

holding companies. Since OTS believes SHCs  should be treated as MHCs  for

the reasons stated above, OTS has determined to impose the same

indemnification and employment contract restrictions on SHCs  that are currently

imposed on MHCs. Thus, the final rule is adopted without any changes to the

indemnification or employment contract provisions.
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D. SHC Stock Issuances, Stock Repurchases, and Conversion of the

MHC

Commenters generally supported the proposed rule on the issue of stock

repurchases. Several commenters objected to OTS’ interpretation that restricts

SHCs  (or savings association subsidiaries under the current rule) from issuing

stock to complete a merger transaction without first offering the stock to mutual

members on a priority basis. A commenter argued that it was inappropriate to

continue to grant mutual members priority subscription rights where the shares

were being issued in a stock-for-stock merger transaction. Commenters

suggested that OTS should consider other factors, including management

obtaining a fairness opinion. the value of the company being acquired. and

whether the shares of the SHC are actively traded on NASDAQ or a stock

exchange in determining whether to permit stock-for-stock mergers without

priority subscription rights.

While OTS recognizes that there are reasonable arguments in favor of

changing the current policy, OTS still believes that, on balance, mutual members

should be granted a first priority subscription right for stock issued by a savings
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association subsidiary or a SHC. As stated in the NPR, OTS is aware that this

may result in MHCs having less flexibility than a traditional savings and loan

holding company. This is consistent with the fact that the MHC structure is a

unique hybrid corporate structure, part mutual and part stock, that has both

advantages and disadvantages. OTS also notes that this issue is not unique to

SHCs. OTS’ interpretation of 12 CFR 575.7 on stock issuances also applies to

issuances of stock by savings association subsidiaries that are not owned by a

SHC.

For this reason and the other reasons cited above, OTS generally will

continue to require that mutual members be granted a first priority subscription

interest for stock issued by savings associations and SHCs.  OTS notes,

however, that Section 575.7(d)(6) currently provides that OTS may permit a

non-conforming stock issuance where the applicant demonstrates that it would be

more beneficial to the issuing savings association. Under this provision, the

OTS believes that properly structured merger transactions that do not grant

priority subscription rights may qualify for approval and OTS is willing to

consider and approve such transactions on a case-by-case basis.
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Most commenters generally supported permitting SHCs  to engage in stock

repurchases on the same basis as a savings association subsidiary of a MHC. The

final rule provides that SHCs may not engage in stock repurchases during the

three year period following issuance of the stock without the prior approval of

OTS. This will permit OTS to evaluate the purpose and reasons for the stock

repurchases on a case-by-case basis. OTS does not anticipate that it will permit

repurchases in amounts greater than those that have generally been permitted

under the mutual to stock conversion regulations.6

One commenter requested that OTS clarify that it would not impose

stricter standards in reviewing stock repurchases by SHCs and savings

association subsidiaries ot‘ MHCs  than those imposed on savings associations

converted under 12 CFR Pm 563b.  Another commenter requested that OTS

revise 12 CFR 575.11 (c) to add the additional safe-harbor purchases allowed

under the mutual to stock conversion regulations.’ OTS does not believe that it

is necessary or appropriate to include these safe-harbor provisions for SHCs for

6 & 12 CFR $ 563b.3(g)  ( 1997).
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the reasons discussed below. OTS also does not believe that it should impose a

rigid or inflexible standard on stock repurchases by subsidiaries of MHCs.

MHCs,  unlike a savings association undertaking a traditional mutual to

stock conversion, have control over the amount of capital raised in a stock

offering. Thus. MHCs  should not be subject to the same pressures of finding

appropriate investments for the new capital as fully converted savings

associations. Since management has more control over the amount of capital

raised by a MHC, OTS will consider this fact when reviewing requests for stock

repurchases that occur during the three years following the issuance of the stock.

Each request. however. will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis and a decision

to grant or deny the request will be based upon all of the relevant facts presented

in the request. OTS also notes that after the initial three-year period following

issuance of the stock by a SHC. a SHC may engage in stock repurchases

subject only to the restrictions that are applicable to savings associations

generally.8

’ &I2 CFR 4 563b.3(&0()  (1997).

8&12CFR§563.134(1997).
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Upon further consideration of stock repurchase issues, OTS is revising 12

CFR 575.1 l(c) as proposed to restrict the ability of SHCs to engage in

open-market repurchases during the three-year period following the issuance of

the stock to fund employee stock benefit plans without obtaining the prior

approval of OTS. Because of the potential amounts that may be involved in

funding employee stock benefit plans (10% for stock option plans, 4% for

management recognition plans, 8% for employee stock option plans, plus any

amounts for other tax-qualified or non-tax-qualified plans), and OTS’ desire to

more closely monitor repurchases by a SHC that occur shortly after a stock

issuance, the final rule eliminates this safe-harbor provision. This will also

ensure that the stock repurchase provisions affecting employee stock benefit

plans for SHCs are consistent with the provisions for converted savings

associations under 12 CFR Part 563b.

In the NPR, OTS stated its intention to permit SHCs that are formed

subsequent to the initial MHC reorganization and stock issuance to “tack on” or

include the period that the shares issued by the savings association were

outstanding in calculating the three-year period that stock repurchases are
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restricted. All of the comments on this issue were favorable. One commenter

requested that OTS make the “tacking” period an explicit part of section

575.1 l(c). OTS reiterates its intention to permit SHCs  that are formed after an

initial MHC reorganization to include the period that any minority shares of the

savings association were outstanding in determining the applicability of the

three-year repurchase restriction under 12 CFR 8 575.11 (c) and the final rule

has been revised to retlect  this policy.

IV. Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995

The reporting and recordkeeping requirements contained in this final rule

have been submitted to and approved by the Office of Management and Budget

in accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3507(d))

under OMB Control No. 1550-0072. Comments on all aspects of this

information collection should be sent to the Office of Management and Budget,

Paperwork Reduction Project (ISSO), Washington, D.C. 20503 with copies to

OTS, 1700 G Street. NW., Washington. D.C. 20552.

The reportingjrecordkeeping requirements contained in this final rule are

found at 12 CFR Part 575. The information is needed by OTS in order to
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supervise savings associations and mutual holding companies and develop

regulatory policy. The likely respondents/recordkeepers  are OTS-regulated

savings associations and mutual holding companies.

Records are to be maintained in accordance with normal and customary

business practices as recommended by private counsel, accountants. etc., but no

less than three years.

Respondents/recordkeepers  are not required to respond to this collection

of information unless the collection displays a currently valid OMB control

number. The valid control number assigned to the collection of information in

this final ruie is displayed at I2 CFR 506.1(b).

V. Executive Order 12866

The Director of OTS has determined that this final rule does not constitute

a “significant regulatory action” for the purposes of Executive Order 12866.
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-. PART 575 - MUTUAL HOLDING COMPANIES

1. The authority citation for part 575 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 12 U.S.C. 1362, 1462a. 1463, 1464, 1467a, 1828, 2901.

2. Section 575.2 is amended by revising paragraphs (h) and (0) and adding

paragraph (q) to read as follows:

6 575.2 Definitions.

* * * * *

(h) The term mutual holding companv means a mutual holding company

organized under this part. and unless otherwise indicated, a subsidiary holding

company controlled by a mutual holding company, organized under this part.

* * * * *

(0) The term Stock Issuance Plan means a plan, submitted pursuant to $ 575.7

and containing the information required by 8 575.8. providing for the issuance

of stock by:

(1) A savings association subsidiary of a mutual holding company; or




































